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This impressive collection of twenty-one stories by Larry Niven -- science fiction, fantasy, contemporary
fiction, and mixed genres (detective-noir-meets-aliens) -- highlights the range of the Hugo and Nebula
Award-winning author's work. From science fiction which edges toward horror ("Bordered in Black"), sf
conundrums ("Singularities Make Me Nervous") to three Draco Tavern stories and many with clever twists,
CONVERGENT SERIES is a feast for lovers of the short story.

"His tales have grit, authenticity, colorful characters and pulse-pounding narrative drive. Niven is a true
master!"
- Frederik Pohl

"Larry Niven is one of the giants of modern science fiction."
- Mike Resnick

"Our premier hard SF writer."
- The Baltimore Sun

"Niven...lifts the reader far from the conventional world -- and does it with dash."
- The Los Angeles Times

"Niven...juggles huge concepts of time and space that no one else can lift."
- Charles Sheffield

"In creating a geologic world and in the interactions between humans and aliens, Niven is superb."
- Boston Sunday Globe

"One of the genre's most prolific and accessible talents."
- Library Journal

"The scope of Larry Niven's work is so vast that only a writer of supreme talent could disguise the fact as
well as he can."
- Tom Clancy

Born April 30, 1938 in Los Angeles, California. Attended California Institute of Technology; flunked out
after discovering a book store jammed with used science fiction magazines. Graduated Washburn University,
Kansas, June 1962: BA in Mathematics with a Minor in Psychology, and later received an honorary
doctorate in Letters from Washburn. Interests: Science fiction conventions, role playing games, AAAS
meetings and other gatherings of people at the cutting edges of science. Comics. Filk singing. Yoga and
other approaches to longevity. Moving mankind into space by any means, but particularly by making space
endeavors attractive to commercial interests. Several times we’ve hosted The Citizens Advisory Council for
a National Space Policy. I grew up with dogs. I live with a cat, and borrow dogs to hike with. I have passing
acquaintance with raccoons and ferrets. Associating with nonhumans has certainly gained me insight into
alien intelligences. www.larryniven.net
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From reader reviews:

Ralph Dell:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students as they are still students or the item for all people in
the world, what the best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that concern above. Every person
has distinct personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they don't
need do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book Convergent Series. All type of
book would you see on many resources. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Frank Moore:

Information is provisions for folks to get better life, information currently can get by anyone in everywhere.
The information can be a understanding or any news even a huge concern. What people must be consider
whenever those information which is inside former life are difficult to be find than now could be taking
seriously which one is suitable to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you receive
the unstable resource then you buy it as your main information it will have huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen with you if you take Convergent Series as your daily resource information.

John Coffin:

This book untitled Convergent Series to be one of several books which best seller in this year, here is
because when you read this book you can get a lot of benefit in it. You will easily to buy that book in the
book retail store or you can order it through online. The publisher on this book sells the e-book too. It makes
you quickly to read this book, as you can read this book in your Mobile phone. So there is no reason to you
to past this guide from your list.

Harold Young:

You will get this Convergent Series by go to the bookstore or Mall. Only viewing or reviewing it could to be
your solve difficulty if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this book are various. Not only by
written or printed but also can you enjoy this book by means of e-book. In the modern era like now, you just
looking by your local mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your current ways
to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your
knowledge are still revise. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.
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